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Scientists in Singapore have conducted a review of all existing methods
to produce colorful opaque and semitransparent perovskite solar cells for
applications in BIPV and urban environments. They identified two general
approaches consisting of coloring the perovskites via external or internal
modifications.

The installation of PV devices based on perovskite solar cells in building-integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV) or urban settings poses a series of challenges in terms of aesthetic
integration and fabricating them with different colors, at a low cost, could be an optimal
solution for their broad adoption and commercialization.

Scientists from Singapore's Energy Research Institute at Nanyang Technological University
have identified two main approaches to fabricate colorful opaque and semitransparent
perovskite solar cells for applications in urban environments and have discussed the
advantages and disadvantages of both categories of techniques in terms of transparency,
efficiency, commercial feasibility, scalability, and color tunability.

“The main requirements for efficient perovskite solar cell integration in an urban context
include the possibility of color tunability maintaining high power conversion efficiencies, the
simplicity and scalability of the fabrication processes, and transparency,” the research group
explained, noting that there is an unavoidable trade-off between the aesthetic properties and
light-harvesting in similar devices.

 

Colorful perovskite solar cells for applications in urban environments.

 

Internal modifications
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One of the two approaches is based on the modifications of the perovskite cell's internal
layers, such as the absorber, the electron transporting layers (ETLs), the hole transporting
layer (HTLs), or the electrodes.

Specific methods that belong to this category include: working on the perovskite through
compositional engineering or through tuning the thickness of the perovskite film; the
alteration of the ETL or HTL by tinting or thickness variation or the incorporation of
nanostructures, which the academics described as a promising method for good
reproducibility and scalability without sacrificing the cell efficiency; the incorporation of
photonic crystals in the ETL, which the academics claim to be particularly suitable to create
bright colors; and the use of transparent electrodes to modulate the transmission or
reflection spectral peaks.

“Among the designs based on internal modifications, tuning the transparent electrode
thickness might be the simplest, most favorable, and effective way to tune the perovskite
color without additional fabrication processes,” the scientists explained.

External modifications

The external approach includes the following techniques: the use of dielectric mirrors or
colorful coatings to make colorful perovskite solar cells, although with limited light absorption
and efficiency; the simple deposition of a colorful coating on top of the surface of
semitransparent perovskite cells; the application of spin-coating pigments on the thin silver
semitransparent electrode of a perovskite cell; and the use of narrow-bandwidth reflective
filters (NBRFs) on the front of the Indium tin oxide (ITO)/glass layer.

“The external modifications lead to minimal limitations on the reproducibility, fabrication, and
stability of the perovskite solar cells or semitransparent perovskite cells,” the academics
explained. “The main limitation of this approach is the variation of the light absorption due to
the additional coating.”

The addition of colorful coatings is considered the most promising external approach, as their
integration is said to have a minimal impact on the cells' electronic properties and
performance.
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“The design considerations for colorful perovskite solar cells must include the application’s
utility, location, and orientation together with power conversion efficiency and transparency
requirements for specific applications,” the research group concluded.

All the techniques are described in the paper Colorful Perovskite Solar Cells: Progress,
Strategies, and Potentials, published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry.
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